The Industrial Revolution (1750 – 1914) – Year 9

**DVD’S**
The Industrial Revolution 940 IND
What the Industrial Revolution did for us – On the move 940 WHA 30mins
What the Industrial Revolution did for us- Material World 940 MAT 30 mins
What the Industrial Revolution did for us – Modern Medicine 940 MOD 30mins

**CLICKVIEW**
What the Industrial Revolution did for us – On the move
What the Industrial Revolution did for us- Material World
What the Industrial Revolution did for us – Modern Medicine

**INTERNET RESOURCES**
Coal, Steam, and The Industrial Revolution: Crash Course World History
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhL5DCizj5c

Industrial revolution
http://www.schoolhistory.co.uk//year9links/industrial9.shtml

Industrial Revolution overview
http://www.schoolhistory.co.uk/lessons/ironbridge/overview.htm

**BLOCK BOOKS**
The Impact of the Industrial Revolution (12 copies)
Developing Britain 1740 – 1900 (25 copies)

**NON FICTION** – titles such as

The Industrial Revolution 1800- 1850 909.81 POG
Victorian Industry 338TOV
The First Industrial Revolution 941.07